
At Home Activities for Behavioral Management 
 

1. Surfing the Wave Activity 
● This is an exercise where you instruct your child to imagine that their anger is a wave 

and they must imagine themselves riding the wave rather than letting the wave crash 
over them and wipe them out. This can be applied to any emotion, not just anger. 

● Next, gather drawing materials (i.e., paper, colored markers) and ask your child to 
draw their own wave of emotion where they write words inside of the wave that 
represent their anger triggers. They should also draw themselves ‘surfing’ the wave. 

● This is an excellent exercise where your child can imagine themselves coping with 
anger triggers. 
 

2. The 5-point Anger Scale (see PDF) 
● This is a great way that your child can rate their feelings of anger, worry, fear, and 

excess energy and differentiate between a calm and focused state versus more 
agitated states of emotion. 

● Print the pages and sit with your child. Have them go through the scale. Encourage 
your child to discuss instances when they have fallen on each point on the scale and 
then guide them as they complete the last box in the row where they develop ways to 
cope with these emotions. 

● Make sure you emphasize #1 on the scale, “just right,” as it is even more important 
for your child to understand and be praised for appropriate behaviors than the 
maladaptive/inappropriate ones. 

● Also ensure that you only guide your child in identifying behaviors. It is more 
beneficial if he/she develops self-awareness to identify their own behaviors of 
concern as you guide them and ask questions. 

● https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ecv_ue5H4r7djrJG9KTTk0PcfRfbhZOo/view?usp=s
haring [PDF] 
 

3. Expressing Emotions (see PDF) 
● Healthy expression of emotions can prevent behavior problems and acting out at 

home. 
● Print the coloring page and have your child color the drawing (Edward Munch’s 

famous painting). 
● Then have your child write on the other side of the page the things that make them 

feel like the person in the painting—the things that make them want to scream. 
● This activity is an excellent strategy for misbehavior at home and if your child tends 

to have conflict with siblings, peers, relatives, or even with you, their parents. 
● Encourage your child to discuss their list and then have them think of ways they can 

cope with those items. 
● https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z0G2ltaT7LBnpkyJytRx7FDGxxIBB0YJ/view?usp=

sharing [PDF] 
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4.  Growing Happy Feelings (see PDF) 
● This activity helps your child identify positive and healthy emotions. This is 

important for all children; however, if your child is struggling with behavioral 
problems, it is important that they identify positive feelings and the factors that must 
be in place to maintain these positive feelings. 

● Print out the worksheet and allow your child to work alone as they complete the 
activity. Monitor your child’s progress and then sit with him/her and have them 
explain what they wrote. This is an excellent way for your child to express to you 
their emotional needs, which may reveal the sources of many behavioral problems. 

● https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J94hQhPaI7tUZII2Uxgbx3ISMeCUQpIn/view?usp=
sharing [PDF] 

 
5. Asking for Help (I am afraid to…see PDF) 

● Children who are anxious or afraid can act out defensively or display anger and this 
manifests in behavioral problems. They do not always know how and when to ask for 
help. 

● Print out this worksheet and encourage your child to name at least three responses for 
each of the two boxes. Once he/she is finished, sit with your child and discuss what 
they wrote. This is an excellent way to build and maintain communication with your 
child. This free-form writing activity allows your child to express their thoughts and 
feelings. 

● https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OGWkjzI3RZFO57wJCwcrDMDaqn-
QF09x/view?usp=sharing [PDF] 

 
 
6. Perfect Day 

● Attention seeking and boredom can lead to behavioral problems. Some children are 
more independent while others may need more attention and one-on-one time with 
parents. 

● Print out this worksheet and encourage your child to think about and write about their 
idea of a perfect day. Then, plan with your child when you will schedule some or all 
of the activities that they wrote about. If your child writes about an activity that is not 
readily accessible, have them think about and write down other more simple, daily 
activities, too. 

● https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jLnUzRJLuSHInv6fB_C6uH9PAZotPRg_/view?usp
=sharing [PDF] 

 
7. Kindness if Cooler..with Mrs. Ruler 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPO7P1gHAmo) 
● Ideal for younger children. 
● This video explains the importance of kindness and describes various acts of kindness 

that can be done at home. 
● After your child watches the video, encourage him/her to think of three acts of 

kindness that they can do every day for the next three days. 
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● This is especially helpful for children with behavioral problems, since oftentimes, 
there could be excess focus placed on negative behaviors. It is important to also 
discuss and acknowledge positive behaviors. 

 
8. Show Some Respect (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t40SZtaJo84) 

● In this video, specific ways to show respect are provided by a young girl. Many 
instructional videos show adults giving lessons to children on good behaviors; 
however, this video shows a child talking about treating others like you want to be 
treated and showing respect. 

● Oftentimes, young children may not exactly know what respect means. They have 
likely heard the word before, but discussing specific examples is important. Even 
older children may not always know that certain words or actions can be interpreted 
differently by others. 

● After your child watches the video, discuss with him/her ways they can listen more, 
be kind, accept others, and show respect. 
 

 
9. Stop Making Excuses & Own Your Actions 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGJpO2qHUbQ) 
● Taking accountability is critical for having healthy and positive relationships. 

Children must learn this critical skill early on, as a refusal to accept faults can turn 
into a bad habit that your child can continue to struggle with as he/she gets older. 

● In this video, the same speaker from the “Show Some Respect” video talks about 
three ways to take accountability. 

● Children with behavioral problems or oppositional or conduct problems might 
struggle with difficulty seeing their role in conflicts. They may have difficulty 
admitting to personal faults, they may argue when someone blames them or exposes 
their misbehavior, and they may refuse to take responsibility for misbehaviors or 
actions that harm others. This can lead to more serious social problems in the short- 
and long-term. 

● After your child watches the video, encourage him/her to give examples of times 
when they refused to take responsibility for misbehavior. This video might be 
particularly useful to watch after your child may have acted out at home. 

● Discuss with your child the issue/incident and ask them to name ways they can take 
responsibility. Explain that it takes courage and maturity to take ownership of their 
wrongdoings and then take steps to make things right. 

 
10. Showing Respect (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-6ws8LZECU) 

● This video is appropriate for younger children and shows various examples of ways 
to show respect. 

● Allow your child to watch the video and then ask them questions afterwards about the 
points mentioned on showing respect. 
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